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CONTRACTOR'S BONDS.
189. Contract Bond or Surety. It is a very general custom in all important work to require the contractor to furnish a bond for the faithful and complete performance of hi® contract. Sometimes these bondsmen or sureties sign with the contractor, as in the case of the St. Louis contracts, exemplified in article 168. It is more usual, however, to make this bond a* separate document, following immediately the signatures of the contract itself.
Bonds are always executed under seal, and are therefore special contracts, since the bondsmen are not usually paid a consideration for the service rendered, and a sealed contract does not require a consideration to enforce it.
In case the original contract and specifications are deviated from in the execution of the work to any material extent, without the consent of the bondsmen, these latter are thereby released from their bond. Since such changes are nearly always made in the execution of engineering work after the contracts are signed, and since these are usually made without consulting1 the bondsmen, these latter are as a rule thereby released from all obligations, and the bond becomes of no" effect. Even though the bondsmen be consulted in the matter of changes^ they are not obliged to give their consent, and usually perhaps would not, in which case material changes could be made only by releasing the bondsmen.
To provide for such changes, without releasing the bondsman, the following clause may be added:
And the said suret . . . hereby stipulate . . . a fid trtfrcc , . that no change.^ extension, alteration or addition to the terms of the contract or specifications shall in any wise affect .... obligation on this bond.
The form of boml given below is that used by the city of Boston, and may be taken as a general type of such a document.

